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Shetland Division Objectives 

  

The Shetland Objectives are a list of goals for our Shetland players to reach before going on to the Pinto 

division.  Our coaches should work towards teaching the Shetland players these skills, though not every 

player will reach every goal.  Our Shetland division is made up of 5 and 6 year-old children. The primary 

focus should be the basic fundamentals of how to catch, throw, hit and run the bases.  

  

 

5-Goals: 

1. Learning the basic rules – the right direction to run; touching the bases; how to record an out; running 

past first base; scoring a run; 3-outs to switch sides.   

2. Throwing mechanics – turn body so front shoulder points toward target; elbow at/above shoulder with 

arm forming an “L”; step towards target with non-throwing foot; release ball out front and follow 

through 

3. Tracking – follow ball with eyes into glove; two hands to catch ball; catch ball out in front of body. 

4. Hitting – how to hold and swing bat; batting safety (when not to swing bats, wearing helmets); hitting 

off tee; hitting soft-toss pitches 

5. Learning positional play – know your area; don’t fight over ball 

 

 

 

Drills: 

• Run It Out – players take turns running from batters box to first-base.  To teach them to run through 

base, and veer off towards foul territory, have a coach stand on baseline 10’ past the base with his left 

hand raised, players will give him high-five as they pass him.   

 

• Relay – two equal teams of 4-6 players, one team at home plate, the other at second base.  When you 

yell “GO” the first runner of each team carries a baseball as he races around bases until he is back to 

his teams next-in-line, where he hands off the ball and the next runner goes.  Great way to end 

practice, they have a lot of fun and get in some good running.   

 

• One Knee – players on back knee with front foot forward and arm in “L” position.  Front shoulder & 

elbow pointed towards target.  Throw ball with throwing elbow up and hips rotating.  Later can start 

with hands together, then rotate hand back and up, through that “L” position to continue with throw.  

Good to use as part of warm-ups and works best when playing catch with parent/coach.  

 

• Tee Drill – player in the one-knee position, arm forming an “L”, with batting tee placed in front of 

him, close enough so if elbow drops it will hit tee.  Later can start with hands together, then rotate 

hand back and up, through that “L” position to continue with throw.   

 

• Thrown Fly Balls – throw flyballs to players, force them to catch correctly with two hands above head 

so eyes can track ball into glove.  Start short and easy, adjust to skill level.  You can use tennis balls 

for safety and confidence.  Try to get them to catch the ball while coming slightly forward instead of 

backpedaling.   
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Drills (continued): 

• Rolled Ground Balls – on flat surface, roll balls from 10’ away. Increase distance and speed of ball 

based on player comfort and ability to field properly.  Players should have wide stance, butt down, 

hands out in front and wrists relaxed.  They should stay in that stance for 5 consecutive throws.  Watch 

for ball to be caught out in front so eyes can see ball go into glove.  Second time around you can vary 

rolls slightly side-to-side.  

 

• Knock Out Catcher – Coach dresses in full catchers gear, sits on bucket 10-15’ from home plate, 

tosses ball to hitter and tells him to knock him off of the bucket.  Player who hits the coach  

 most, wins.  Hitting at a coach squeezed into Shetland-sized catching gear is fun way to learn to keep 

hands in and hit ball up the middle.  

 

• Tee Hitting For Distance – teaches weight shift (“go back to go forward”) to take weight to back 

before exploding forward.  Head should stay on ball.  Front shoulder and stride go directly towards 

pitcher.  Batters who drop back shoulder to try to intentionally hit ball high are eliminated.  Line 

drives are encouraged, hard grounders also count.  Players can run out to their furthest hit and stand 

there as a marker.   

 

• Infield Cones – set up your infield and place cones between players to mark the range of their position.  

Teach them to play their areas, but to cross into neighbors area to back him up.   

 

 

 

Coaching Tips: 

• Always have a purpose with each drill.  For example, don’t have them jog just to jog, have them run 

around bases calling out each base as they go so they’re learning the bases, or add cones before bases 

to teach them to round the bases properly.  

  

• Kids this age don’t need to stretch, but it’s still good practice to have them do some team stretching 

drills (just keep it short, 5 minutes).   

 

• When doing hitting drills, always remind them first of safety rules.  No bats in hand unless it’s their 

turn to bat and they’re working with a coach.  Always wear helmet.  Never walk near another player 

swinging a bat.   

 

• Limit practice to 1-hour, unless they ask for more.  

  

• Get lots of parental help for some drills.  For example, many kids still struggle to play catch at this age 

so it can be better to have them play catch with a parent.  You will need more coaches and more extra 

parental help in this division than in the older divisions.  

  

• Try to keep it fun and always encouraging.  Players respond more and learn more when it’s fun, not 

just a drill.       
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